Beloved, God ‘I AM’ Presence, of Infinite Love and Light, Who is the Harbinger of All
That Is Immaculate in Conception As It Is In Heaven and on Earth, whether of human
Child or any other physical creation of, and for The Eternal Cosmic Christ Love, I Call
Forth The Mighty ‘I AM’ Presence, to Bring Forth the Truth of what we are experiencing
within the Elemental Grace Alliance at the moment, that is being exemplified in our
attempt to create a New Petition for the Granting of a New Dispensation by the Karmic
Board of Directors. We require greater Understanding, that which will assist the human
personality and the ego mind to better understand the Divine Work we are here to
accomplish for and on behalf of God for the Benevolence of All Life. Bless You, Bless
You, Bless You! We are Grateful!
INVOCATION: Thou Mighty, Majestic Christ Power, now growing to Full Stature
within Us! We Call forth the ‘I AM’ Presence into Action in Every man, woman
and child, the Power of Light and Love, means Peace and Victory of All Divine
Intention, that is Eternal!
In the Name of Our Mighty ‘I AM’ Presence, We ask the Great number of Ascended
Masters, the Legions of Light, the Great Cosmic Beings, and the Great Cosmic Light,
Pour Your Blessings upon Us, so that We may accept and feel the All-Powerful
Activity in Our ‘I AM’ feeling world, Our ‘I AM’ Dominion over Our ‘I AM’ human
self, and Our ‘I AM’ positive determination to hold Our ‘I AM’ feeling in
Harmonious Silence, that Our ‘I AM’ Call to the ‘I AM’ Presence in Us will fill Our
‘I AM’ Lives and Be with the Perfection and Power of the ‘I AM’ Presence in that
Great Calm Serenity that allows Its Power of Light to be the Dominion in Our ‘I
AM’ thoughts and words, in Our ‘I AM’ bodies, in Our ‘I AM’ Lives, and in Our ‘I
AM’ Daily Activities. And Mote It Be!
Beloved Masters, I know you were expecting St Germain to come today to speak with you,
and it must be a shock for you that I, your Brother John, Have Come, another Brother
who has not yet spoken within this Alliance Council of Light to date, but I assure you,
Our Dear Brother St Germain is standing very close and will address you shortly! I see
many of those whom I know intimately from lives long ago, Greetings Dear Ones, you
will feel My Presence within you as I feel yours within Me! I have come today as part of
this Elemental Grace Alliance unfoldment within the Overall Faith and Trust and the
Development of all your abilities, genii, gifts, talents and endowments that must become
far more Conscious. I come in part, of your desires to Bathe in the Lake of Violet Fire at

the Great Royal Teton Retreat, with the Angels of the Violet Flame, but I tell you
although you may Bathe, but you cannot be Baptized in the same way as Beloved Jesus
did by Me; His Brother John!
This is a complicated matter, and We can discuss this in greater length another time, but
the Baptism that shall provide the necessary Impetus for you to Ignite that which called
your Adam and Lilith Light Body forward requires far more from you yet. I Am able to
tell you this, because Innately there is within you, a Knowing of this calling, and due to
the Activities of late, of the Elemental Grace Alliance, through Our Beloved Archangel
Micah, your willingness to make your Journeys to the Great Central Sun and return
through your Solar Sun is an expression of that knowing and what you are beginning to
open yourselves up to.
You see this Baptism you seek is one, whereby at the time of your Baptism, just as Beloved
Jesus Received, is the point in your timeline that the Christ shall enter your Being! You
all should Know by now that your Beingness came from the Great Central Sun and had
to pass through the Solar Sun before it could manifest here upon Earth. And when your
Work is done so shall you return through the Solar Sun back to the Great Central Sun!
Can you see the alignments that are slowly beginning to manifest within your present
unascended lives? This is all I can share with you at this time, but if you are paying
attention, you will see the True Meaning of ‘Paying it Forward’! A ‘Seed of Consciousness’
has been planted! Along with the Programs of the Language of Light embedded around
it, for you to draw upon as it takes Root!
Let us move on and bring you back to the present!
I wish to speak with you now Dear Ones, not from your presently perceived
understanding, for this is not the Truth and while you continue within this illusion you
shall proceed no further. So I Am going to approach this from a place not of any human
organization or foundation but from the New Dynamic of a Living Organism held within
an Ashram of Synthesis.
You wonder what is the matter with the progress of this Elemental Grace Alliance. You
have observed how it is from many different viewpoints recently that its structure is
splintering, that is membership is divided, that its group activities are not group activities
at all but individual sub-groups as you call them, and where these in their own rights,
cannot achieve the desired Goals without physical force and projection of personal energy.
There is a reason for all of this. And it is this that I wish to share with you now. What I
Am about to say may not to some seem kindly, but I tell you if you listen with the entirety

if your Beingness, if you listen with your feeling body and not your ego personality, you
will find My words full of Compassion and Love for you All!
It is the lack of Intelligent Activity that is the matter here. Your lack of insight into this
is almost phenomenal. There are two ways to look at your problem; there are two
perspectives here. That of the Great Divine Director who looks at it from one Perspective
and, of course, He is absolutely Right. He is looking at it from the Perspective which sees
you as Souls within an Ashram or Ashramic Consciousness. Remember the Elemental
Grace Alliance is now Known within the Higher Realms as an Ashram in its own right!
Perhaps because My Own position like most of the Masters in the Hierarchy is far below
His Own, and because My/Our Responsibilities are not so Great nor so Wide, and Our
Relationship with you is somewhat different (from a different level altogether), I prefer
to look at your problem from the perspective which sees you as incarnating Souls, not so
much from the perspective of you as Souls in the Ashram, but as incarnating focuses of
consciousness within your own brain. It is attempting, endeavouring, making every effort,
to become Soul-Identified, to become Soul-Focused, to become Soul-Active, and it is with
this, from this perspective that I/We view you. I Am saying very frankly and very honestly
that you should consider anything you receive from Us in this Light.
It appears that I may be projecting to you ideas and concepts which seem to conflict with
those which you have received previously, and which you would be receiving now from
the Great Divine Director. Realize from the perspective from which I do view you and
Am making My Approach, and then make your choice as to what, how and when, what
you shall accept and what you will apply. You realize that you are never seen in quite the
same Light by two or more different viewers, regardless of the Level of Development of
those who are viewing you. I hesitate in some ways to speak to you for I do not wish to
appear to conflict with Instructions which you have been given.
I Realize that it is necessary for you to work from Above downward. I Realize that it is
also necessary for you to contemplate, to endeavour or to understand in your
consciousness the Higher Concepts, but I Realize also that there is much Bridging Work
to be done by you before you are going to bring down from the Higher Levels into and
through your instrumentalities some of the Truths which you look to, and which certainly
are playing their part in the Growth and Development of your Souls in an Earthly
Ashramic Environment.
The Great Divine Director Realizing this, must have had some Agreement regarding it or
He would not have turned you over to Me and the Other Masters. It is in the area of
specifics, specific details and activities which you are not Realistic. You are together at a

certain level of consciousness where you can agree on certain concepts as being Truth, but
you are not in agreement as to how these Truths are worked out or can be brought into
objective manifestation. In other words, in Ashramic Levels and within the Higher
Regions of your mentalities, there is an agreement as to various Concepts of Truth which
you all subscribe to, but there is disagreement below this Level as to what this particular
Truth means in this particular instance. Therefore, a one-pointed effort of the group in
any direction has been utterly impossible. This is where I see your greatest obstacle, your
greatest problem as a group and any group initiative. You are moving forward, but the
energy you waste is indeed a grave travesty, knowing what you are all capable of here.
It is not even so much in the fact that you are disagreeing in these various areas, but that
regardless of discussion, agreements are not reached in certain areas. Even when there
appears to be agreement, it is only an appearance. In order to apply the Higher Concepts,
in Order to make them Work, then all those who are within the group, that is, all who
agree to be a part of the group and a part of its integration or put their hands up to
participate, have to Work Together in a One-Pointed Focus in Order to Materialize any
aspect of the Divine Plan for humanity: that is to materialize in a process, in a Sequence
of Order and to have to Work so that you can see it.
Here it is in manifestation, there is no question about it. What happens here is that the
Principle or the Concept Above the Principle is Accepted and Agreed upon, but there is
never a complete Agreement within that which considers itself to be a group as to the
working out of that Principle, its Application. When one or two or three or four, or
whatever the number it might be, attempt to work out a particular Concept or a Principle
into physical plane manifestation, brings their Vital Life Energy to do so, several things
happen. Some of the members of the group are not in agreement with this. They
withdraw from it. Then they do not leave it alone. They direct negativity toward it, not
meaning to, not realizing the destructive effect of their focused energy, force, and
substance. Nonetheless, this happens. Then others agree to go ahead with it, but they do
not take any definite part in it. There is no defined inter-related Intelligent Activity or
Effect being made, so that this one knows what this one is doing, what he or she is going
to do, what is the goal that he or she is trying to reach, and how does it relate with the
Activity that every other individual is moving into, in relationship, all of these together.
In this situation your energies are scattered, hence the feelings you have had regarding the
EGA being splintered and where there is lack of participation of those who step forward
to help within sub-groups or cohesion within any Group Activity, it is not complete. This
is not part of any Living Organism. This is the old organisation and foundation acting
out! This is the difference between a human creation and a Divine Immaculate Concept!

You defeat every effort which you move into to materialize anything, good, bad or
indifferent, because you cannot come into an agreement. If even two of you alone, could
achieve an agreement and then divorce yourselves from the rest of the group and work
together to manifest this, you will have had enough teaching by now; that you will bring
in enough Life Force Energy, into that Activity and enough Power potential to Manifest
your Goal. But this is not what is happening here. The effort made and the work is being
left to a few and from a Group Living Organism there is only one result. The inevitability
is its own demise!
As a Group Living Organism, none of you are in agreement regarding the Group Unity,
Group Effort, The Group Sustainability, or the Group Creativity at this time! Where is
there any point, any particular rule, or any particular application regarding these things
within the Elemental Grace Alliance, in which you have All Agreed and Covenanted to
be? You call yourselves a group and you are trying to make a group effort. It is not that
you are not in agreement, it is that you are not working with the Higher Purpose and Goal
of your Efforts. But insofar as the Ways and Means of working it out is present and you
have reams of Discourses sharing all of the Truths about this, there is not agreement.
There is not any ‘working’ together.
Take a very simple example which you all know. If a ball team, any sort of ball team, is
not in agreement as to the various plays which are going to be made, it cannot possibly
work together. If every member of that team is not backing the play of each one, then it
is not a ball team and it cannot possibly win the game. This is the EGA’s problem right
now.
If the concept of the Soul is not of practical use to the humanity which you seek to serve,
it has no place in our thoughts. So you must know what the Soul is beyond your definition
of it. When you think in truth, when you think in the highest concepts of which you are
aware, you are thinking within the Consciousness of your Soul. Every act which you
commit which is impulsed from the heart which seeks to serve is an act directed from
within your Soul, that which you are. If you will stop thinking of the Soul as something
outside of, above, beyond yourself and begin to apply that Soul which you are to the
everyday act of living, then will you demonstrate the practicality of the Soul as the answer
and the only answer to today’s problems. Karmic relationships may withhold the student
from taking an active part in a service group. But know in the very beginning of this work
with the group that no matter where each one goes, whether they go back into their own
homes, into their place of business, into their church, no matter where they go, they will
have this one concept and establish for them a Soul, mind, and brain alignment, that all
will have become disciples, functioning within the body of humanity. And that, again, is

the practical purpose of the service work, to provide the world with conscious thinking
Souls incarnate in physical bodies. What about students who only read but do not have
the teaching influence to pass the Soul glamour point? That is one of the reasons why we
are giving so much of our attention to this and other group movements. If enough teachers
can be trained to reach a great enough percentage of the population with their service, then
the greatest part of the work for humanity will have been done. The shift (from the
glamour point) can be made in a few hours or days. Otherwise the student can wander
around and, of course, the experience is pleasant so that he brings more and more of it to
himself and brings greater and greater glamour. He also separates himself even further in
awareness from the Soul because he continues to think of it as separate from himself.
When the student tells of his Soul speaking to him in words, or showing him pictures, or
is Soul appearing, then it is very clear that the student is experiencing an astral experience.
This is true even when the consciousness has experienced the glamour of finding himself
focused in a finer, more beautiful and wondrous body; this is still but an astral experience,
for the Soul is consciousness. But here is what I wish to inform you of while I Am here
within this capacity of Instruction and Observation. The Masters before me have brought
to you this matter numerous times, but it continues. It is about this projection of selfglamour! If you are going to progress and take on all that I have said in this Discourse
look at this much more closely! When one is praising self this is glamour! When one is
saying my ‘I Am’ Presence told me this or that, it is glamour. If someone looks at
themselves above another, this is glamour! Stop the glamour and you can move forward!
The use of glamour proves nothing to anyone, only diminishes one’s own Integrity and
Honour!
So, how is it going to be worked out by a Master bringing you Specific Instruction, or any
Teacher talking to you? It is going to have to be worked out by yourselves in a series of
discussions which really means something. Yet, all of you, to a greater or lesser degree,
despise discussions because in these discussions you are faced with the problem, and it is
one which is almost overwhelming in its very power and its existence.
I would say that the thing to do with you, the thing that you should do with yourselves
would be that you should come together for a number of days, no activities outside of this
one focus, until you have come out agreed upon certain points, from the top to the bottom,
regardless of what it is, one subject or one activity. As to what you are going to do, if you
want the Power, this is how you are going to have to get it. It won’t come through
discussions over the internet on emails while each of you go about your daily lives, there
are too many distractions. If this is tried to be obtained with just a few of you here and a
few of you there, it will not work, because, again, you are emphasizing the separative

tendencies and difficulties within the group. It should be all together. What if you argue
and quarrel and fight? This makes no difference if you can stay together until you resolve
the problems. I realize that your situation does not make this possible just yet, but
nonetheless you are being asked to look at this more closely and then work toward that!
Consider the artist who is going to paint a picture. He must paint that picture out of the
supplies at hand or which he brings to hand. These supplies constitute the energies
available to him or her, in a sense, of the physical action toward the paintings.
Now let us liken the Consciousness of the White Magician to the artist. He or She wishes
to Create an appearance in physical substance. The Energy with which He or She will
Create are the supplies He or She has at hand or first idea. Next, the Projection of Energy,
Force, and Substance of His or Her instrumentality, while He or She has this vehicle
within which Their Lives and which is Their medium of His or Her instrument of contact
within the three worlds of human endeavour. It also constitutes the material with which
He or She Creates. For instance, the mental body is more than a body within which the
consciousness lives, moves and has Its Being, within which it thinks, within which it
formulates ideas into plans. It also constitutes His or Her quota of Mental Energy, the
Energy with which They can Create a Mental Body for that which They are bringing into
Manifestation.
Unlike the artist who is painting the picture, the artist in a Soul sense has an unlimited
supply of material with which to create, an unlimited supply of mental energy with which
to create mental vehicles for those ideas, which he or she wishes to bring into outer
manifestation.
The White Magician has an unlimited supply of Astral/Mental/Etheric Force with which
to create those Magnetic Bodies or movements which will carry their ideas into substantial
form. They have an unlimited supply of Etheric Substance with which to put that which
has been created into action.
These constitute, then, in a very Real Sense, their energy, their material, their unlimited
supply. One man’s or woman’s mental energy is no different than another man’s or
woman’s mental energy, likewise with his astral force and etheric substance. Its appearance
depends on how it is used. Its quality, its frequency, even, is determined by the use to
which it is put. Nothing more, nothing less. Out of this supply of mental energy, which
is available to you from the very fact that you function in a mental body, you create a
mental vehicle for the idea you are bringing into manifestation or Manifestation. That
idea is a part of the Divine Plan for humanity, having its relationship with the Divine Plan.

Out of the supply of astral substance available to you by means of your own astral body,
you create a desire body, a vehicle of Magnetic Attraction for this same idea. Out of that
Supply of Etheric Substance which is available to you by means of your own Etheric Body,
you Build a Substantial Body of Action for the same idea.
The artist is not the picture he or she creates. While they create, they paint a picture by
using the materials at hand. That picture is separate and apart from him or her. It is not
him or herself nor them the picture, although they are the cause of it in a very real sense.
They are its creator. This is a very important Concept. The creator and the created are
not the same thing. When you have created a mental vehicle in which your idea, your
plan, will come into manifestation, within which it will have its place in the mental plane
itself, that vehicle has become a thing apart from your own. You are the Host only for it
until it takes on an outer appearance. You are only the Host, as your body is the Host
for when the Christ Descends into you. As a child is created in the mother’s womb is not
the mother, as it is a Life apart, separate from the mother. So is the vehicle and the vehicles
which you Create for your ideas within your Own Instrument.
Everything that lives that comes into manifestation, inanimate objects, have their own
threefold vehicle of manifestation. That vehicle of manifestation is its mental body, its
astral body, its etheric body. These three, in their relationship to one another, give the
idea or whatever it is, an appearance in time and space. That Consciousness, then, turns
its attention to Creativity on a Mental Level. It may be in the beginning, an intent to
bring harmony into the daily life and affairs. This is a creative action, to extend that
harmony to one’s associates.
It may advance to the creating of an expression, or the movement of that harmony or the
influence of it to a wider sphere through a creative art of some kind such as painting,
writing, composing, inventing, developing ideas, building communities or Light Temples.
These are all entered into for the good, the uplifting, the betterment of humanity.
But Dear Souls, you have to become a Unified Group on all three levels if you are going
to achieve and become the Living Organism that you have now Growing within the Divine
Mother for an Immaculate Birthing of a single Living Body of God!
To leave you something else to place in your satchels of Conscious Remembrance I wish
to say this. In the year 2025, We have hope that the Planet Earth shall see the first Living
Hierarchy of the 5th Kingdom walking amongst humanity! Is that you? I shall leave you
to answer to your own selves in your next meditation or Sacred Place within the Great
Silence!

I shall step back now and hand you over to Our Beloved St Germain as I Know He wishes
to Speak with you also!!
I Am John, Your Brother, looking forward to Perform Your Divine Baptism in
Accordance to Divine Will In Due Time.
BENEDICTION: Out of Thy Pure Presence, we receive now and forever Thy
Strength, Thy Wisdom, Thy Understanding Application of Thy Great and
Marvellous Laws, that we may produce and maintain Thy Perfection in each Life,
mind, body, home and world.

